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Separately Managed Account Client Letter for September 2012
We did a little better than index this month – but that was a slight illusion. We have a large
short position in Focus Media (including some puts) and the decline in Focus Media's stock
price during the month accounted for most of the excess return.

Net of this we scored about market – which is an acceptable return in an up-month –
acceptable because we are nowhere near 100 percent net long.

October has begun acceptably as well – but we are slightly under-performing the market –
an under-performance that is roughly accounted for by a slight bounce in the Focus Media
price and decline in some of our put-prices.

We consider both of these movements noise.

Broadly speaking our portfolio is positioned as per-usual. We are long a wide-range of
mostly high-quality large-cap stocks and short an amazing collection of dross, frauds and
failures.

The big portfolio change

The most notable market change in our universe is that the borrow cost for many of the
most egregious frauds has fallen dramatically over the past few months – leading us to
suspect that some short-biased investors have suffered very badly in this market rise and
have had to cover. Because we are long-biased we did not suffer at all (even though some of
our short positions have hurt us quite badly). As a result we have a high-quality problem –
the bounce and reduction in borrow cost for the nastiest frauds has left us with a vast
excess of ideas. Our biggest risk-management problem is keeping our short-exposure down
– this is feeling a little like a candy shop.

It scares us when it feels like a candy-shop. It should not be that easy – and unless we
moderate and diversify our exposure we will get thumped by the market someday...

That said, our aggregate short exposure verges on being too large. Some of this is natural as
markets rise. When markets rise our longs go up and our shorts go up and without any
action on our part we become more leveraged and we need to manage that leverage. But
some of it is that kid-in-a-candy-shop temptation to add exposure when we see a good idea.
We are awash with ideas on the short side.

As we write this letter we are removing some short exposure and diversifying some more.
This has been our main trading activity over the past month. Every week we look at our
exposures – and every week we seem to reduce them. And despite that our gross is slowly
rising – sometimes by a natural rise – and sometimes through the temptation to add short-
exposure to another truly crappy name.
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Asymmetric positions

Our favorite shorts are ones with “limited losses” - that is positions on which we can
reasonably cap our losses. We love our shorts (most of our shorts will go to zero). However
we cannot make our shorts bigger because we need to manage the risk we incur along the
way (a $10 stock can go to zero via $100).

There is a corollary to this: if we can manage the risk we will increase the size of positions to
a very large scale. We have no problem being 200 or 300 or 500 percent short provided
maximum losses are capped - and small. The “greatest trade of all time” which was John
Paulson's famous subprime mortgage short – was one of these. His maximum loss was a few
percent of portfolio – and he made over 400 percent profit. [In this respect you should note
that our risk-management guidelines are guidelines and not hard rules. We will exceed them
– possibly by multiples – if the risk can be capped at low levels.]

We seek – indeed dream – of large low-loss asymmetries. We have never found one that
comes close to Paulson, but sometimes find adequate asymmetries.

Unusually, at the moment, we have two large asymmetric positions in the portfolio – our
Focus Media short – which we discussed last month – and another one we have added since
month end. The maximum likely loss on these positions (versus cost-base) is about 5
percent but our gross exposure is about 13 percent. There are other asymmetric positions
and our gross exposure is probably an overestimate of our risk by about 10 percentage
points (though only about 7 percentage points at last month’s end).

We hope these positions work. They are potentially profitable enough to make this a very
good year for Bronte. However we are also determined to keep the largest possible losses
manageable because the nature of life is that we are wrong often and we will lose the
maximum loss when we are wrong. This is our way of saying to clients to brace themselves
for a mid-single-digit loss on these positions (and hope for the upside which is large). It is
also a way of saying that you should ignore our gross exposure (at least to the extent those
losses are capped) and look at our “modified gross exposure” which is 7-10 percent lower.

The long book

Our long-book is almost entirely unchanged. We (foolishly) trimmed our News Corp and
Google stock as they went up. We did not get the entire rise. But we still did OK. We are
beginning to diversify our telecom stocks (we have recently purchased some SK Telecom).
But these are movements around the edges of the portfolio.

We are awash in new ideas in the short-book.  Much more so than for the long book. This
would normally make us bearish (after all, if finding shorts is like a kid-in-a-candy-shop then
surely the market is overvalued). However that is not what it looks like at all. Google – even
after its’ big run – is surprisingly modestly priced. And that is how we feel about many of our
longs.
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We have to remember that we do not want our net exposure to drift too low. We think this
market can go up for some time. We are by inclination (though not positioning) short-
sellers; but despite the allure of the short side we must also focus on deployment of money
to the long portfolio.

Thanks again

John and Simon

Performance Data 1

Portfolio Management
Long% Short% Net Long%

USA Reference Account 130.18% -55.68% 74.50%
Australian Reference Account 130.36% -55.98% 74.38%

Reference Account Monthly Performance

1 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.   All dividends
received and earnings are retained and reinvested in the account.  The volatility of the account may differ
materially from comparable indices.  The comparison index used by the advisor increased by 3.15% in USD and
1.54% in AUD during the month and since inception of the account has increased by 40.7% in USD and 8.3% in
AUD terms.  Past results are not indicative of future returns.

USA Australia
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